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1 Introduction

Following the teacher’s movements is an important technique for those who want to learn dance, sports, and language. Studies show differences between the movements of the teacher and those of the learner can teach how to move each body part. While learning a language, learners need to grasp the differences between sounds of native speakers and their own[3]. Shadowing is a language-learning technique whereby a learner attempts to repeat - to “shadow” - what he/she hears immediately.

In addition, note that shadowing face and mouth movements is important for learning a language. Akiyama pointed out that the Japanese are inexpert at horizontal control of the lips because of their characteristic pronunciation habits[2]. Moreover, Nonaka encouraged the Japanese to be aware that the use of the abdominal muscle, lungs, throat, tongue, lips, mouth, and face are all different when speaking Japanese and English[1].

However, as far as we know, a method integrating sound shadowing and physical movement shadowing has not been proposed. In our research, we suggest a language-learning method incorporating both sound shadowing, and face- and mouth-movement shadowing. In this paper, we describe our prototype system, which enables this new type of shadowing. It generates intermediate faces from 3D meshes and textures, captured with a real-time camera input and captured movie.

2 Implementation

Our system comprises a camera and PC. The camera captures the image of the learner sitting in front of it, and the PC recognizes the position of the learner’s face without facial markers. Our system recognizes the learner’s face from a camera, and the teacher’s face, as he/she speaks English, from a movie. Then, it generates two 3D meshes and two texture images and shows two intermediate faces between the learner and the teacher (figure 1).

STEP 1: Tracking a face from a camera
Our system finds the learner’s face in the real-time camera input image using openFrameworks add-ons. It recognizes the learner’s face as a 3D mesh that includes points of facial features such as eyes, nose, and mouth. The tracked 3D mesh data are sent to STEP 3 in each frame.

STEP 2: Tracking a face in a movie
In this step, our system finds the teacher’s face in the movie in the same manner as in STEP1. This step provides 3D mesh data of the teacher’s face, and sends the data to STEP 3 in each frame.

STEP 3: Generating intermediate faces
The system generates an intermediate face with the still image of the learner’s face and the tracked teacher’s 3D mesh (intermediate face A), and another intermediate face with the still image of the teacher’s face and the tracked learner’s 3D mesh.
figure 2. Left shows width in the 3D mesh data, right shows tilt in the 3D mesh data.

(intermediate face B). The facial still images are taken beforehand and used as a texture image. At first, the system calculates the width and tilt angle of each face to apply an affine transformation to the 3D mesh data (figure 2). To generate intermediate face A, the system transforms the teacher’s 3D mesh data with an affine transformation matrix based on the learner’s face width and tilt angle and applies the learner’s still image face as a texture of the transformed 3D mesh. To generate intermediate face B, the system utilizes the learner’s 3D mesh data, an affine transformation matrix, and the still image of the teacher’s face in the same manner. Then, each intermediate face is blurred by image processing to assimilate with the background image.

STEP 4: Showing generated faces
Finally, the learner performs their shadowing with the aid of the audio and generated intermediate faces. In the current implementation, the learner can select the following three modes to show the intermediate faces. The first one shows himself/herself, intermediate face A, and the teacher (figure 3a). The second one shows himself/herself, intermediate face B, and the teacher (figure 3b). The third one shows himself/herself, intermediate face A, intermediate face B, and the teacher (figure 3c).

3 Discussion and Future work
Videos are sometimes used as shadowing teaching material because they can stimulate learner interest more than audios. We prototyped a system to integrate sound shadowing, and face and mouth movement shadowing, using videos and image processing.

It shows faces generated from the learner and the teacher. This would make it easier for the learner to see how different his/her face and mouth movements are from the teacher’s compared with when they only watched a video. Most learners who perform shadowing find it cognitively difficult to hear and repeat speech with the correct rhythm and speed, even though all learners choose content according to their own English level because it is up to the learner to decide how to reconfigure the sounds[4][5]. This means that appropriate scaffolds bring about more effective shadowing. Showing intermediate faces can work as additional scaffolds because it shows the differences between a learner and a teacher not only with auditory sensations but also with visual sensations. To examine the potential of our approach, we will conduct user studies with the following hypothesis; 1) Learners understand that face and mouth movement shadowing is important for learning languages. 2) Learners understand the differences in face and mouth movements using intermediate faces. 3) Showing intermediate faces with an appropriate layout results in effective shadowing.
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